E43 Term 1 Review Newsletter
The first term of school has gone so fast and we
have learnt so much! Here is a snapshot of some our
learning.
Maths
We used 10 frames to show numbers with countersRuheen.
We do flip questions. You need to guess what number
the teacher has by asking questions- Dawn.
We do problem solving. One question was doing 13
cars in groups – Justin. We also did how much food
the hungry caterpillar ate- Amelie.
We played
the fly swat
game where
someone has
to be the
judge and
when they
say the
number you
have to slap it very quickly before the other person
gets it – Mia.
Some strategies we have learnt are rainbow facts,
doubles, near doubles, counting on and subitisingRuheen.
Literacy
We have been learning tricky words
like ‘the’- Talika.

We do Magic writing. It is when we do real writing
about anything and you sound it out- George.
The Story table has
a book on it and
sometimes it is the
same and sometimes it
is different – Amelie.
There is other things
on the table so we
can retell the storyRuheen.
In phonics we write letters and
learn sounds – Pranil. We do
phonics activities. My favourite was
bingo and the pegs- Justin.
Design and Technology
We made a house for the bad
wolf to blow down the pigs. The big bad wolf was a
machine, hair blower – Justin. We made it out of
popsticks. The big bad wolf blew them down and only
mine fell down and the
rest stayed up –Amelie.
We made chairs for
the puppet bear to sit
on. It was hard. We
needed to make it out
of paper with
partners- Japeet.
Health

We wrote goldilocks and the
three bears. We made a
book- Justin.
We also wrote about the
three little pigs- Japreet.

We made turtles
because Toto fell down
and kept trying. He
was persistent- Elena.

We used the puppets to
learn about being persistent,
getting along, being confident
and organized- Caleb and
George.
We learnt about feelings.
We made a happy face
and a sad face- Khan.
We made fish. We
read the rainbow fish
and he shared his
sparkles with his
friends- Ana.

We went outside and drew the clouds. We learnt
about the water cycle. When it rains the water comes
down then when its sunny it goes up and then it
rains and it goes down again and it keeps happening –
Mia.
We went for a walk and looked for places that had
water. We found some taps and some puddles –Amelie.

HASS
We made lanterns for Chinese new year – Jing.

Special Events

National Day of Action Against Bullying and Violence
We got a bracelet at the start. We talked about
bullying- Ana. We watched a story about an alien
who pushed in line, he ate all the grapes and he
didn’t let the kids play with the rocket –Elena.

Harmony day

We made a house and backyard and inside I put my
mum and dad and sister and me- Miki.
We drew our face and half of our t-shirt and then
when we were finished we painted it. We put things
about what we like underneath – Ana.
Science
We made clouds in Science. We made one raindrop
each because a cloud is made with tiny little raindrops
– Yerim.

We made hands and
stuck it to make a
flower – Miki.
Harmony Day is about
being good to other
friends- Amelie.
It’s about filling up
people’s buckets- Ana.
All being friends
together- Khan.

